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Studio 3 Arts is proud to present Simon Welch, the next ground-breaking artist to feature
in our Boundary Road Gallery programme. From 7 September, Studio 3 Art’s Boundary
Road Gallery will be transformed to present four of Simon’s dynamic and absorbing
contemporary short films.
 
This will be a unique and rare opportunity to enjoy the Strasbourg-based filmmaker’s work
in the UK, offering visitors a chance to consume a full range of films from his extensive
portfolio. Simon’s work prominently takes a “Miltonian ‘demi-monde’ form, where
essentially ordinary activity takes on an otherworldly aspect, serving as an allegory for
contemporary existence (and artistic production)”. [Streaming Festival, 2014]
 
The four films being exhibited consist of "Cast'' (2012), which traces night fishermen on a
beach; in ''Prelude'' (2014) a young girl's piano practice provides the soundtrack for the
tribulations of her own life; ''Focus'' (2014) uses a ghostly but poignant anecdote to parallel
the decline of the mining industry and ''Domain & Range'' (2015) examines family history
and religious persecution via the demise of a lizard in a vineyard. Simon employs diverse
elements, methodologies and themes such as man and nature, succeeding generations,
art and religion and plants and animals, to take us on a journey through his films
 
With a dynamic arts exhibition, an open garden and refreshments, come along and
see for yourself what all the fuss is about.

Gallery Exhibition Open 7th September - 2nd October (Mon - Fri, 9:30 - 17:30)
Private View - FREE, Everyone Welcome - 18th September (18:00 - 20:30)

http://www.mervenilemiroglu.com/


“Usually one film would be screened once in a festival whereas the gallery
exhibition with Studio 3 Arts is special. It provides the unique opportunity of
seeing the coherence (or not) of the work and to watch the films again if so
desired...”

Simon Welch

About The Boundary Road Gallery
The Boundary Road Gallery has been
developed to profile a range of visual
artworks, made by artists from across
the borough and beyond. Providing a
local community setting for Barking and
Dagenham residents to see inspiring
and exciting artwork on their doorstep.

The Gallery is run, curated and
managed by local volunteers, artists
and young people.

http://www.mervenilemiroglu.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Boundary-Road-Gallery-at-Studio-3-Arts/468268936653686?fref=ts


Finally....We Want More Artists!

As we reach the conclusion of our
March - September Arts Programme,
there are upcoming opportunities for
you to showcase your work to the local
Barking & Dagenham community via
our Boundary Road Gallery. 

If you would like to exhibit your artwork,
know artists who maybe interested or
wish to help us with running the space
please contact us
at hello@studio3arts.org.uk for more
information.

Please note, images of the Gallery
space can be accessed from our
Instagram account below.
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